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COMING IN DESERT FOR 1985 AND BEYOND

A PREVIEW

Many of our readers have asked what subjects we will be covering in upcoming issues. Here is a partial list of them.
DESERT visits the ARIZONA NORTHERN MINE, Dick Wick Hall's Glory Hole
SWANSEA, Ghost Town of the Buckskin Mountains
Recreation Unlimited: California's Owens Valley
Colorado River Subjects: Camping along and on the River, Lake Havasu City, Yuma, Glen Canyon, Steamboating
along the Colorado, Gold is Where you find it, Boulder Dam's 50th Birthday
Ghost Towns:

San Bernardino County
Ludlow, Providence
Riverside County
Gold Park, "New" Dale, Eagle Mountain
Inyo County
Cerro Gordo, Coso County
Arizona
Silver King, Winchester, Humboldt, The Bradshaws
Utah
Silver Reef, Irontown
Nevada
Rhyolite, The Yellow Pine Mining District, Pioche
New Mexico, Colorado, Montana, Idaho, and the Mother Lode in Process

Creatures and Critters:

Hummingbirds
The Desert Tortoise
Trap Door Spiders
Snakes Alive

Lost Mines and Buried Treasure Stories: The Lost Rhodes Mines
Quartz Crystal Hill Lost Mine
The Silenta Senora Mine
The Lost Horse Mine Hoard
Exploring Ghost Railroads of the West: The Virginia & Truckee Railroad
Carson and Colorado Railroad
The Yellow Pine Railroad
Pioche and Bullionville
Arizona and Swansea
Desert Personalities, explorers, and pioneers:

Of Plants, Trees, and Growing Things:

Of Parks and Places :

Wellwood Murray
Alfred Doten
Jacob Hamlin
William H. Prescott

The Mesquite Tree
Palo Verde Trees
Fishhook Cactus
Cholla
The Joshua Tree

Anza Borrego
Lehman Caves
Zion National Park
Coral Pink Sand Dunes
Laws Museum
Mesa Verde
Petrified Forest
Valley of Fire

Of Mines, Miners, and Rocks: Garnets
Copper Mining in Arizona
Apache Tears
Azurite
Gold Mining on the Mother Lode
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WONDERS OF DEATH VALLEY
by Chuck Gebhardt

Along the scale of human emotions,
anticipation can be the most descriptive
characteristic of one's feeling when
planning a visit to Death Valley
National Monument. A visitor may
travel up and down the same roads
from season to season through the
Monument, yet view different landscape
each and every time. That changing
scene may be brought about by the
time of day, the cloud cover, or even
the amount of rainfall during several
months preceding the planned visit.
For example, an unstable cliff face
of sandstone may have finally given
way to the elements and left exposed
a new facade of colors never thought
to exist behind the otherwise bland
walls. A new wash might have been
formed due to the previous summer's
rain, or a once familiar wash will have
appeared to alter direction or size.
These changes are in a continum as
Nature rules over the weather,geology,
and the plants. The extremes of the
Valley's climate contribute greatly to
these changes; some subtle and some
obvious. Assisting Nature in the near
constant alteration of the Death
Valley scene is Man. Man's influence
can be detected in one instance by a
slight extension of the back country
trails. More commonly, in the litter
that is randomly discarded at popular
sites and the more sacred hidden canyons.
Knowledge of these changes,
whether man-made or natural, is of
little consequence to the visitor unless they can be experienced first
hand. Escaping the blacktop world
should be the goal of every visitor.
Regardless of your age, sex or size,
take advantage of the many opportunities to accompany a Park
Naturalist on a brief exploration
of an historical site, a natural
phenomena, or a colorful panorama.
Then, and only then, you will
witness
the first rays of the morning
sun as they wash the western side
of the Panamint Mountains with
strong tones of pink and red. You
are standing ankle deep in salt
and mud staring out over the
Borax Haystacks. The many pools
of brackish water clearly reflect
these historic mounds of mud,
once piles of borax scraped together
by Chinese laborers for $1.25 a day.

Beneath your feet, the unseen Salt
Creek quietly flows underground
for another 30 miles south. The
absence of plant and animal life is
unnoticed as you absorb the changing character of the mountains intensified by the sun's rising.

Mountains appear like marble icecream as the sky lightens. The
east side of Red Cathedral has
justified its naming as the mountain walls turn a brilliant red and
its sculptured surface accented by
the shadows.

the salt pinnacles at the
Devil's Golf Course as they begin
to glisten and sparkle like a field
of grotesquely-shaped diamonds.
Silence is gently nudged by the
sunrise symphony of the salt
crystals - faintly at first light but clearer and more definitive as
the sun's gradual rising sends
warmer rays for the crystals to
absorb. As you bend down to
listen more intensely, a flash of
color suddenly strikes your eyes.
There, a few feet to your right,
is a sparkling salt cone of almost
perfect dimensions, Here amid
the jagged rubble of salt and
mud pinnacles lies a hollow and
delicate dome of salt crystals
some eight inches high. Accumulations of salt in the mud, blistered by rising water, crystallize
to form domes or cones as
moisture evaporates.
a rainbow of color dancing
across the Salt Creek Hills as the
sun reflects its beauty off the
surface of the moving waters of
Salt Creek, Migratory waterfowl
noisely escape the surface of the
great pools at the sound of your
footsteps. A faint, narrow trail
through the pickleweed can lead
you to a cliffs edge and in sight
of the only below-sea-level
waterfall in the United States.
South and downstream, pupfish
swim rapidly by the wooden
boardwalk exchanging glances
with curious visitors. The inchlong, Ice Age fish are an endangered species, and the boardwalk
confines foot traffic to prevent cutting
tributary streams in the main creek.

the desolation, replaced with
beauty, as the sand dunes spread
their shadows across Mesquite Flat,
the origin of the dune material.
Watching closer, you see the contour of the dunes appear to alter
and exaggerate with each five
degree rise of the sun. Walking
through the neighboring field of
arrowweed shocks, you notice
the lengthy shadows cast by the
shocks creep towards the dunes.
The east side of the arrowweed is
now becoming drenched in a pink
light. At your feet, the changing
terrain continues to offer surprises
to the unwary. The solid and
smooth looking surface suddenly
breaks like a pie crest thrusting
your foot into the soft sand
underneath. Further on, the dried,
sunbaked surface crackles underfoot with the sound of breaking
china.

the prominent spike of Manly
Beacon rising above a still-darkened
Badlands much like a golden finger
pointing up at the softly colored
morning clouds, now dressed in
pastel shades. Below Zabriskie Point,
a coyote is seen loping through the
shadows of the cuts and washes of
the Badlands. To the south of Manly
Beacon, the foothills of the Black

Inevitably, the morning must
move on to be replaced by the
harsh light of midday. At that time
of day, there is little of real beauty
except for remote canyons and
mountain retreats where such timeless beauty is enjoyed by the dedicated lovers of Death Valley.
This can be the time to enjoy the
indoor wonders of Death Valley.
The Borax Museum, with its
fantastic mineral and gem collections, is indoors at Furnace Creek
Ranch. Taste the history of the
area by a visit outside behind this
Museum. A variety of machinery
and vehicles from the mining days
past will bring you in touch with
yesterday.
One-half mile north of Furnace
Creek Ranch is the Death Valley
Museum and the National Park
Service Headquarters. A slow tour
of the displays in the museum can
provide a comprehensive view of
the basic historical, geological, and
natural phenomena for which Death
Valley is famous. See the formation
of the lakes, the making of the salt
pan, the growth of salt crystals, and

